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ALPHONSE POULIN APPELLANT 1883
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AND

1884

THE CORPORATION OF QUEBEC RESPONDENT

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEENS BENCH
FOR THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC APPEAL SIDE

42 th 43 Tic ch sec P.Q construction ofProhibition writ

ofSale of liquorsPolice regulation

Under the authority of the Act of the Legislature of Quebec 42 43

Tic ch sec penal suit was on the 20th of January 1880

instituted against in the name of the corporation of before

the Recorders Court of the city of alleging that on Sunday

the 18th day of January 1880 the said defendant has not closed

during the whole of the day the house or building in which he

the said defendant sells causes to be sold or allows to be sold

spirituous liquors by retail in quantity less than three half pints

at time the said house or building situate was con

victed

writ of prohibition to have the conviction revised by the Superior

Court was subsequently issued and upon the merits was set

aside and quashed

Held Per 1itchie and Strong and FournierJJ .That the pro

visions of the Provincial Statute 42 43 Tic oh ordering

houses in which spirituous liquors are sold to be closed

on Sundays and every day between eleven oclock of the night

until five of the clock of the morning are police regulations

within the power of the Legislature of the Province of Quebec

and as the complaint was clearly within the Act the recorder

could not be interfered with on prohibition

Per Henry Taschereau and Uwynne JJ That the penalty imposed

upon by the recorder was not authorized by the statute even

if such statute was intra vires of the Provincial Legislature and

that the prohibition was therefore rightly granted

The court being equally divided the appeal was dismissed without

costs

PRE5ENT.Sir Ritchie C.J and Strong Fournier Henry
Taschereau and Gwynne JJ

13
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1884 tPPEAL from judgment of the Court of Queen
P0tFLIN Bench for the Province of Quebec Appeal side The

C0RP6RA- following case was submitted to the Supreme Court of

TION OF

QUEBEC Canada

At its session of 1879 the Legislature of Quebec

passed an Act containing the following enactments

Every person licensed or not licensed to sell by

retail in quantities less than three half pints in any

city town or village whatsoever spirituous liquors

wine beer or temperance liquors shall close th house

or building in which such person dells or causes to be

sold on ny and every day of the week from midnight

until five oclock in the morning and during the whole

of each and every Sunday in the year and during the

same period no person shall sell or cause or allow to

be sold or delivered in such house or building or in

any other place spirituous liquors wine beer or tem

perance liquors the whole under penalty for each

and every infringement of the present provisions of

fine not less than thirty dollars and not exceeding

seventy-five dollars and costs and in default of pay
ment of such fine to an imprisonment for period not

exceeding three months in the common gaol of the

district in which the said infringement occurred

On the 18th of January 1880 the appellant was and

had been for some time before keeping restaurant

within the limitsof the city of Quebec

Being prosecuted by the respondent before the

Recorders Court of the city of Quebec for infringement

of that statute he pleaded to the jurisdiction of the

court and especially the unconstitutionality of the Act

as being ultra vires of the Legislature of Quebec He

was nevertheless on the 1th of February 1880 con-

demned to pay fine of $40 and $1.65 costs

The appellant sued out and obtained writ of pro-

hibition to prevent execution ofthat judgment
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It was proved in the case that on the day mentioned 1884

in the conviction viz the 18th of January 1880 the POuUN

appellant was keeping restaurant within the limits
CORPORA-

of the
city of Quebec where he used to retail spirituous TION OF

QUEBEC
liquors in quantities less than half pint and that

although the said day was on Sunday he had not kept

his establishment closed

On that proof the Superior Court quashed the writ

of prohibition

Mr Langelier for appellant

This appeal involves the decision of two questions of

law 1st Can local legislature passa law prohibiting

the sale of spirituous liquors on Sundays and at certain

hours of other days 2nd Does the statute of Quebec

42-43 Vic ch sec punish the selling only of liquors

within the prohibited time or also the opening of the

establishment where they are sold

1st Can local legislature prohibit the sale of spirit

uous liquors on Sundays tnd at certain hours of other

days
It is now beyond all doubt that local legislatures can

not totally prohibit the sale of such liquors This court

in the case of the Cit of Fredericton The Queen

has laid down as rule 1st That the power to enact

such prohibition cannot belong to both the local

legislatures and the Parliament of Canada 2nd That

it belongs to the Parliament of Canada and that ruling

has been confirmed by the Privy Council in the case of

Russell The Queen

There would be no difficulty therefore if the statute

in question contained complete prohibition but it

contended that the ruling of this court cannot apply to

it because it does not prohibit but only restricts the

sale of spirituous liquors

Can 505 574 App Cases 829

i3
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1884 submit that this is mere quibble restric

P0uLIN tion is partial prohibition in the present case the

prohibition is for Sundays and for certain hours of
CoRPoRA

TICN OF other days If this reasoning was to prevail nothing
QUEBEC would be easier fOr local legislature than to encroach

upon the exclusive power of the Parliament of Canada

to prohibit such trade all they would have to do would

be to prohibit the sale at all times save few minutes

every day or every week
It has been contended that such statute is within

the class of local statutes or of statutes concerning

municipal institutions

Even were that true it would not affect the question at

issue That statute unquestionably deals with and re

gulates certain trade or commerce Therefore accord

ing to the decision in the case of Fredericton it cannot

be considered as being within the powers of local legis

latures

But it is not true that the statute in question is

mere municipal regulation or law of local nature

It is admitted to be intended to repress intemperance

to prevent drunkenness therefore its object is one of

general interest intemperance and drunkenness are

just as much evils in Halitax as in Quebec

If the object of the law is of general interest are the

means enacted for that purpose of local nature Not

at all those means consiet in compelling those who

sell spirituous liquors by retail to close their establish

ments at certain times and in preventing them from

selling within certain hours Now there is nothing

local in those means they would be just as effective

at Winnipeg as at tJharlottown Russell The Queen

The power to enact such law is not included in the

power given to local legislatures to regulate municipal

institutions The object of such institutions is to

App Cases 829
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give to each locality the particular regulations required
1884

by its local wants No municipal institutions would PoULUi

be needed if the making and keeping of roads bridges CoR
the prevention of abuses prejudicial to agriculture

IoNOF
could be regulated in the same manner all over the

country But they are necessary on account of the fact

that special regulation is required for each locality

My second point is that even under the statute if

constitutional the conviction is illegal

The object of the statute is the prevention of drunkenq

ness on Sundays The means adopted to arrive at it

consist in prohibiting the sale on such days of intoxi

cating liquors Therefore what it must punish is the

selling not the keeping open of the establishments

where such liquors are sold The order given to close

them is only to secure the non-selling it is mere direc

tory enactment Knowing that there is more danger

of liquor being sold there than elsewhere it is directed

that those establishments must be kept closed

So much for the spirit of the law The letter of the

statute is in accordance with it It orders first the

closing of establishments where spirituous liquors are

retailed but enacts no penalty against those who keep

them open Then in another sentence it forbids the

selling of such liquors either in those establishments

or in any other place under penalty of $30 to $75

for every infringement of the present provisions The

present provisions are those prohibiting the selling

the causing to be sold the allowing to be sold the

aflowing to be delivered spirituous liquors

The statute being penal law it is needless to say

that it cannot be extended from one case to another

the penality it inflicts cannot be imposed for an offence

for which it does not enact it

Mr Pelletier for respondent

The writ of prohibition is an extraordinary remedy
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1884 which cannot be used as collateral if there exists any

PouuN otier recourse In the present instance the law

CORPORA 4243 Vict ch sec seems desirous to admit

T1ON such recourse by enacting that if writ of certiorari

QUEBEC
is issued to have conviction rendered under the said

law revised by the Superior Court the party con

victed shall be obliged to deposit into the hands of

th clerk of the inferior court the amount of the fine

and costs

The writ of prohibition moreover cannot be issued

after conviction unless the want of jurisdiction of the

inferior tribunal appears upon the face of the record

See High Extraordinary Legal Remedies

Then as to appellants contention that the only fact of

not closing his tavern during the time prescribed for

that by the statute does not constitute an offence and

that according to the wording of the statute there is

-no offence if there is not at the same time sale of

liquors Such pretension will be found not maintain

able if we- merely refer to the preamble of the statute

above cited 4243 Vic ch which reads as follows

Whereas doubts have arisen with respect to the

-r-ight.of certain city and town corporations in -virtue of

-the laws and statutes relating to them to compel

tavern -keepers to close their taverns at certain hours

of the day and whereas it is expedient to dispel such

doubts and to clearly define and extend the powers

which the said corporations should possess Where

fore

Before the other courts the appellant has pretended

not only that to establish an offence it would have

been -necessary for the respondent to prove sale of

liquors but he has also pretended that the Legislature

of Quebec had no right to prohibit the sale of intoxicat

ing liquors on Sundays

Nos.767 769770 77-2 7749
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As the complaint in this case is oniy for not having 1884

closed and not for having sold if the statute is

interpreted as making an offence of the mere fact of
CORPORA

not closing and if the conviction against the ap-
4IONOF

pellant is found to be valid it is of little moment for

the ends of this case to consider the question of the

prohibition of selling liquor on Sundays

However as that incidental question has been

strongly dwelt upon before the other Courts and as the

other courts have considered it with much attention

it may be convenient also to consider it just now

Although the Parliament of Canada under the power

given to it to regulate trade and commerce alone has

the power to prohibit the trade in intoxicating liquors

yet the provincial legislatures under the power given

to them may for the preservation of good order in the

municipalities which they are empowered to establish

and which are under their control make reasonable

police regulations may to some extent interfere with

the sale of spirituous liquors

The provisions of the provincial statute 4243 Vic

ch ordering houses in which spiritous liquors etc

are sold to be closed on Sundays and every day between

eleven oclock of the night until five of the clock of

the morning are police regulations within the power

of the legislature of the Province of Quebec

The reasons for arriving at this conclusion are fully

stated by the Chief Justice Meredith in the case of

l3louin The Corporation of the City of Quebec

and rely upon that decision

RITCHIE

cannot see how it can be said that prohibition will

not lie without first determining whether the Act is

ultra vires or not for if the Act is ultra vires then can

R.18
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1884 see no reason why prohibition would not be proper

P0ULIN remedy because there could then be no pretence that

CORPORA
the Recorders Court could have jurisdiction over an

VON OF offence alleged to be created by statute which had no
QUTEBEC

legal existence but holding the Act to be zntra vzres

fully appreciate the position taken by Mr Justice Barn-

say that the Recorders Court having jurisdiction over

the subject-matter legislated on however badly it may

judge it cannot be stopped by prohibition on the pre

text that it has misconstrued the Act

Mr Justice Ramsay clearly acted on this view for

before holding that prohibition would not lie he ex

pressly held that the Local Legislature had authority

to prohibit or regulate the sale of liquors in saloons or

taverns on Sundays or at particular times as being

purely matter of police regulation and consequently

within the powers of municipal corporations

When in the case of Regina and the Justices of

Kings was called upon to adjudicate on the right of

the Provincial Legislatures to prohibit absolutely the

sale of spirituous liquors and arrived the conclusion

that the legislative power to do this rested with the Dom
inion Parliament advisedly and carefully guarded

the enunciation of that conclusion in these words We
by no means wish to be understood that the Local

Legislatures have not the power of making such regu

lations for the government of saloons licensed taverns

and sale of spirituous liquors in public places as

would tend to the preservation of good order and pre

vention of disorderly conduct rioting or breahes of

the peace In such cases and possibly others of

similar character the regulations would have nothing

to do with trade or commerce but with good order and

local government matters of municipal police and not

of commerce and which municipal institutions are

peculiarly competent to manage and regulate

15 New Brunswick Pugs 535
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still think as did then that provision such as 1884

section of the 42 and 48 Vic ch Quebec Act is within PouLI

the legislative authority of the Provincial Legislature CORRA
as being simply local police regulation and which TION OF

the Local Legislature has as incident to its power to

legislate on matters in relation to municipal institu-
RjtcJ

tions right to enact

As at the time of the passing of this Act and at the time

of the committing of and conviction for the alleged

breach of the law there was no Dominion legislation

contravening in any way the provisions of this pro

vincial law it is not necessary for the purposes of

deciding this case to inquire or determine if and in

what particulars and to what extent the legisla

tion of either will prevail over that of the other when

the Dominion Parliament is legislating for the peace

good order of the Dominionor on the subject of

trade and commerce in connection with the traffic in

intoxicating liquorsshould the Dominion legislation

conflict with the Provincial

In the view take of the inapplicability of

the remedy by prohibition the Act being in my
opinion intra vires it is unnecessary to express

any opinion as to the construction of the 1st

sec 42 and 43 Vic ch though by no means wish

it to be understood thai think the construction placed

on the statute by the Recorders Court incorrect

merely express no opinion on it as not being necessary

for the determination of the case before us

STRoNG

agree with the Chief Justice that the attempt to

impeach the constitutional validity of the statute under

which the appellant was convicted as being ultra vires

of the Legislature of the Province of Quebec altogether
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1884 faiis Tncho cQueenv Taylor expresed my ôon

PouuN currence in the deôision of the Supreme Court of New

CoRPORA- Brunswick in -the case of the Justices of Kings in

TIONOF r-hihit was heidthat under the authority conferred

bythe British Wôth America Act to legislate respecting

Strong
Municipal lnt-itutions the Provincial Legislature

possessed that power generally denominated the police

powerto regulate the sale of spirituous and intoxicating

liquorsand adhere to that opinion Then think

thtEthis.appeal must be disposed of without pronounc

Ing any opinion uOn the question of statutory inter

pretation which was argued before us for it is plain

Tread theauthorities that this is not case in which

the.Writof pthhibition will lie

Article iO8i of the Quebec Code of Civil Procedure

-is in these words

Writsof.prohibitionare addressed to courts of inferior jurisdiction

-heiievei they exced their jurisdiction

.Thi is an exact definition of writ of prohibition

according to English law and therefore assume in

theabsence of any further provision upon that head in

the code procedure and of any jurisprudence of the

couats of the Province of Quebec to the contrary that

the us of and the proceedings upon this writ of pro

hibition which is derived from the law of England is

be regulated by the well -established practice of the

English courts -relating to it

The office of th-e writ of prohibition is as in the arti

cle of the code of civil procedure before extracted is

declared in so many words to restrain inferior courts

from exceeding their jurisdiction.that is not from

eKercising jurisdiction -which they alone can exercise

.ifany court can exercise it at all but from usurping

jurisdiction by encroaching upon that of other and

.superior tribunals

36 218
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That the proper use of the writ is restricted to such 1884

cases as those first mentioned is shown by Mr High P0uLIN

in the following passage from his treatise on Extra-
CoRPORA-

ordinary Remedies TION OF

QuEBEc

It follows fro the extraordinary nature of the remedy as already
Strong

considered that the exercise of the jurisdiction is limited to cases

where it is necessary to give general superintendence and control

over inferior tribunals and it is never allowed except on usurpa

tion or abuse of power and not then unless the existing remedies

are inadequate to afford relief 1f therefore the inferior court has

jurisdiction of the subject-matter in controversy mistaken exercise

of that jurisdiction or of its acknowledged powers will not justifr

resort to the extraordinary remedy by prohibition

And the case of Lord Camdei Home referred

to in the judgment of Mr Justice Ramsay in the Court

of Queens Bench is decisive to the same effect In

that case it was expressly decided that it afforded no

ground for prohibition that court having special

statutory jurisdiction which it alone to the exclusion

of all other courts possessed had so construed statute

as to exclude from its operation case which upon

proper legal construction of the enactment was em
braced in its terms Mr Justice Ashitrst there says

It is admitted that the Courts of Admiralty have exclusive juris

diction in all cases of prize and if so they must have the same

jurisdiction over all other matters that arise incidentally either in

construing acts of parliament or proclamations in order to form their

opinion on the principal question

Again in the same case Mr Justice Buller says

In such cases the only point for our consideration is whether the

court to which the prohibition is prayed has jurisdiction over the

subject Whatever may have passed in the several cases on this

subject in the last century the grounds for granting and refusing

prohibitions are now clearly and accurately defined If the court

below have jurisdiction over the subject though they mistake in

their judgment it is no ground for prohibition but is only matter

of appeal

Sec 767 382
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1884 Upon the principles of these authorities it has long

Po1N since been decided that this writ cannot be used as

CORPORA-
substitute for certiorari or an appeal for it is now

TION OF well settled to be preventive and not corrective

remedy Applying these authorities to the present

Strong case it is clear that in the proceedings before

the Recorder of Quebec there was no such excess

of jurisdiction as warranted the issuing of writ of

prohibition It cannot be pretended that if any offence

within the 42 and 48 Vic cap see was committed

by the appellant the Recorders Court had not juris

diction of it and was not bound to proceed to try and

determine the complaint summarily there was there

fore no encroachment upon the jurisdiction of any

other court in the course which was taken by the

recorder He was bound to interpret the statute and

to convict or acquit according to his interpretation of

it and upon the evidence before him and he did this

and no more

To say this is sufficient to show that the writ of

prohibition issued improvidently and was properly

quashed No one can say it was not the bounden duty

of the recorder to interpret the statute and proceed

according to the construction he placed upon itand
if that be so to award writ of prohibition in such

case would be to prohibit judicial officer from doing

his duty At most the appellant can only complain

that he has been aggrieved by an errolieous judgment

not that he has been prejudiced by the sentence of

court which had no jurisdiction of the subject-matter

and his proper remedy in this case is an appeal if

one is given by statute or writ of certEorari to

remove the conviction into the Superior Court where it

may be quashed if error appears upon its face

am of opinion that we ought to hold the writ of
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prohibition to have been properly quashed and to 1884

dismiss the appeal P0ULIN

FuURNIEit concurred with the Chief Justice C0RP0RA

QUEBEC

HENRY

Independently of the questionthe main one argued

before usof the constitutionality of the statute under

which the prosecution in this case was commenced

there are two others demanding our previous con

sideration

The particular sectioii of the Act in question is as

follows Lordship read the section

The appellant was prosecuted under that section by

the respondent corporation in the Recorders Court of

the city of Quebec and the charge against him is that

On Sunday the eighteenth day of January one thousand eight

hundred and eighty the said defendant now appellant has not

closed during the whole of the day the house or building in which

he the said defendant sells causes to be sold or allows to be sold

spirituous liquors by retail in quantity less than three half pints at

time the said house or building situate at the corner of St John

and St Ursule streets in the Province of Quebec

The first question then is does the charge against

the appellant as so stated of not keeping closed on the

Sunday namedhis house or building he being person

holding license to sell spirituous liquors in quantities

less than three half pints render him liable to the

penalty imposed by that section or in case of failure

to pay the fine as therein mentioned to be imprisoned

for period not to exceed three months Penal

statutes are to be strictly construed and if the con

struction is reasonably doubtful as to the offence

created by penal Act we are bound by every

authority to declare it inoperative to that extent

penal offence must be reasonably certain

See paze 186
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1884 and if open- to two constructions it cannot be so

P0ULIN There are two provisions in the section one oblig

CORPORA- ing the keeping closed during every Sunday the

TION house -or building in which person sells liquors
QTEBEO

the other forbidding the selling during the same

Henry period in such house or building or in any other

place spirituous liquors wine beer or temperance

drinks the whole under penalty for each and every

infringement of the present provisions of fine The

second provision is coupled to the first by the copula

tive and which makes as read the section the one

part of the other and requiring breach of both to

constitute -the offence the whole under penalty for

each and- every infringement of the present provisions

The penalty is for the --infringement of the present pro

visionsthat is breach of both When the provisions

are connected -by the word and I- read the section

and construe it as if instead of the words used the proC

vision was worded thus and during the same period

shall not sell in such house or building or in any

other place spirituous liquors the whole that is

for not closing the house and for selling spirituous

liquors under penalty We are to construe

the language of statute as it is commonly used and

understood We may speculate as to what the Legisla

ture intended- but we are bound to ascertain the true

meaningof statute by its own-language and-if there

by we are forced to any particular conclusion we are

not.permitted to say that the Legislature meant other

than what the language used- warrants If the two

provisions had been coupled by the disjunctive or
with suitable accompanying language we might be

disposed-and permitted -to give different construc

tionto that part of the- section which creates the penalty

forinfringenaent.- An opposite construction would be
at all events open to serious doubts and the double
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penalty should not therefore be imposed am of 1884

opinion that the writ against the appellant charges no P0ULIN

complete offence but merely one of the two ingredients CORFOR

necessary to constitute it No offence in law being TION OF

charged there could be no valid conviction

The other question although not raised on the argu-
HenrQy

ment is taken by one of the learned judgesin the court

below and therefore is entitled to consideration The

learned judge referred to gave.it as 14s opinion that

prohibition does not lie in this case and that the writ

should be quashed under the decision in the case of Lord

Camden Home but moreespeeially from the dicta

of Mr Justice Buller in that case have stttdied that

case and the dicta referred to Thefl learned judge

referred to in his judgment in that case said

Whatever may have passed in the several cases on this subject in

the last century the grounds for granting and refusing prohibitions

are now clearly and accurately defined If the court below have

jurisdiction over the subject and though they mistake in their judg

ment it is no ground for prohibition but is only matter of appeal
And the rule equally clear is that after sentence the courts of-com

mon law never grant prohibition to inferior courts unless the

want of this jurisdiction appear on the face of the libeL

will deal with the matter before us in the light of

the two rules so laid down

In the first place as to the jurisdiction of the Recor

ders Court over the subject If am right .in my con

struction of the section before given can it be said that

that court had jurisdition to try as an offence what was

not one The prosecution against the appellant was

to cause the imposition of penalty upon him .for not

keeping his house closed on Sunday If that waa

per se an offence for which no penalty was imposed

how could the Recorders Court give itself jurisdiction

to try what was not an offence and to impose penalty

under circumstances unauthorized bythe section As

4T.R 396
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1884 construe the statute he would have jurisdiction only

PouuN where the two provisions were alleged to have been

CORPORA- infringed think therefore the prohibition in this

TION OF respect was properly awarded and the want of jurisdic
Quamso

tion was sufficiently apparent on the face of the process

Henry by which the prosecution was commenced think

this case is therefore within the terms of the two legal

propositions asserted by Mr Justice Buller

The writ of prohibition in this case was issued after

judgment Lloyd in his treatise on the writ of prohi

bition at page 11 says

No prohibition therefore can go before the commencement of the

action but as soon as the action is commenced for instance as soon

as the plaint is entered in the new county courts the application

may be made This however can oniy be done in cases

where the defect of jurisdiction appears on the face of the pleadings

At page 12

It has long been settled that whenever the want of jurisdiction

appears on the face of the proceedings prohibition will go after

judgment It is thus laid down in all the old authorities and this

doctrine has been frequently confirmed since and is now fully estab

lished in practice

So if the matter be apparent on the face of the proceedings it

will go after appeal though the parties have thereby affirmed the

jurisdiction of the inferior court Gouche Bishop of London

In Buggin Bennett Lord Mansfield said

If it appears on the face of the proceedings that the court below

have no jurisdiction prohibition may issue at any time either

before or after sentence because all is nullity it is corcsm on
judice

There is case to be found Jones Owen where

prohibition was granted by the Court of Queens Bench

in 1848 which overrules the judgment attributed to Mr
Justice Buller and which goes to show that the writ

is grantable even if the court to which it is directed had

See Roberts Humby Str 870

120 Jones Jones 17 Burr 2037

170 18
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jurisdiction over the subject-matter and that even after 1884

the judgment was executed P0uLIN

Several other cases with the same result are cited by CORPORA

Lloyd TION OF

am of opinion the writ of prohibition in this case

was properly issued after judgment Henry

am for the reasons have givenof the opinion that

the appeal herein should be allowed and that the pro
hibition should be sustained with costs

TASCHEREAu

This Act 42 and 43 Vic ch sec enacts that

Lordship read the section 1.1

Under the said Act the present appellanthas been

prosecuted for that

On Sunday the eighteenth day of January one thousand eight

hundred and eighty the said defendant now appellant has not

closed during the whole of the day the house or building in which

he the said defendant sells causes to be sold or allows to be sold

spirituous liquors by retail in qunntity less than three half pints at

time the said house or building situate at the corner of St John and

St Ursule streets in the city of Quebec

And on the 17th day of February 1880 was con

demned for the said offence to pay fine of $40 and

$1.65 for the costs and in default of payment of the

said sums to an imprisonment in the common gaol of

the district of Quebec for term of two months

One of the grounds one taken at the trial before

the Recorder upon which the appellant impugns that

conviction is that it is not authorized by the statute as

no penalty is as he contends imposed thereby for keep

ing open on Sunday house or building where liquors

are usually retailed his contention being that the

penalty imposed by this latter part of the section for

every infringement of the present provisions must be

read as applying oniy to the selling the causing to be

sold the allowing to be sold the allowing to be
14
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I84 delivered spirituous liquors in such house or building

P0uLIN or in any other place

think that this objection is well taken The clause
CORPORA

ION OF is ambiguous and the appellant is entitled to the strict

QwBEc
construction that must be given to all penal statutes

Tascheieau Assuming but without deciding that it had power to

.LL_ do so the Legislature has no doubt made it an offence to

keep tavern open on Sunday but as read this statute

no penalty is provided for that offence it then is

simply an indictable misdemeanor according to the

Federal Act by which it is decreed that any wilful

contravention of any Act of the Legislature of any of

the provinces within Canada which is not made an

offence of some other kind shall be misdemeanor and

punishable accordingly

am of opinion consequently that the penalty im

posed upon the appellant by the Recorder and that

the conviction against him is not authorized by the

statute and that it is complete nullity The Recorder

cannot have had jurisdiction to impose penalty that

the statute does not authorize The whole proceedings

before him were coram non judice even if the Act in

question was intra vires In the Province of Quebec

there are number of cases where the prohibition has

been held to lie in such case would not in fact

have any doubt upon the subject if it was not for what

has been said by some of mylearned brethern

And while it is undoubtedly true that after court

has proceeded as far as verdict and judgment or sen

tnceprohibition will not lie for want of jurisdictiOn

not apparent upon the record yet the rule is supported

by an overwhelming array of authority that where the

defect or failure of jurisdiction is apparent upon the

face of the proceedings which it is sought to prohibit

the superior tribunal may interpose the extraordinary
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aid of prohibition at any stage of the prcxeedings
1884

below even after verdict sentence or judgment POuLIN

In Buggin Bennett Lord Man/ield says CORPORA

If it appears upon the face of the proceedings that the court below

have no jurisdiction the prohibition maybe issued at any time either

before or after sentence because all is nullity__it is coram non Taschereau

judice

am of opinion to allow the appeal

GwYNNE

am of opinion that the statute in question namely
42nd and 43rd Vic ch sec of the Province of Quebec

does not impose the penalty in that section mentioned

upon the person who although licensed to sell

spirituous liquors in quantities in that section men
tioned does not close the house or building in which

he sells or causes to be sold such liquors during the

whole of the Sunday unless
such3 keeping open which

take to be equivalent to not closing such building is

accompanied by the sale or delivery in such house or

building of some spirituous liquor wine beer or tem

perance liquor The words of the statute shortly

expressed so far as is necessary for the decision of the

point in question are Lordship read the

words of the statute

It appears to me to be free from reasonable doubt

that this language does not profess to impose the penalty

upon the person so licensed to sell for the not closing

alone without more of the house or building in which

the sale usually takes place If the Legislature con

templated making the not closing without more the

house or building during the whole of Sunday dis

tinct offence in itself subjecting the proprietor of the

house or building to the penalty such intention te

High Extr Legal Rem sec Burr 2037
774 and cases there cited See page 186

I3
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say the least is very inadequately expressed and

PoLIN confess that to my mind it is not clear what would

CORPORA-
constitute the offence in the absence of the fact of any

liquor being sold or delivered to any person in the

house or building for example whether if the licensed

wynne person usually sells the liquors in room or shop form

ing part of the house in which he lives the whole

house is to be closed so that nobody not even the pro

prietor can enter or leave it or if the door from the

street into the room or shop in which the liquors are

usually sold constitutes the sole mode of egress and

ingress for the proprietor between the house and the

street must that door be so closed that the proprietor

himself shall not pass out of it although to go to

church or on his Teturn re-enter his house by it Or

if the liquors are all kept in cases behind bar or

counter would the statute be sufficiently complied

with by keeping the 8ases and the bar or counter locked

Or should the keeping closed be considered as being

directed against all persons frequenting the house for

the purpose of procuring spirituous liquors there

But we are not now in my opinion called upon to

decide what state of facts would constitute the com
mittal of the offence of not closing if not closing with

out more be an offence under the statute but whether

it is made by the statute an offence in itself and sub

ject to the penalty mentioned in the statute and in my
opinion it clearly is notthe words the whole in

the sentence which enacts the whole under penalty

for each and every infringement of the present pro

visions of fine seem think to express

the intention of the Legislature to be that to subject

person to the penalty he must be guilty of violation

of the whole of what is prescribed and prohibited in

the section so likewise the use of the words every

infringemeüt of the present provisions indicates an
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intention to attach the penalty to each infringement of 1884

all the provisions of the section The penalty is not

imposed upon every infringement of any of the present
CORP

provisions but upon every infringement of the proS TION OF

QUEBEC
visions in the plural that is of both the provisions of

the section viz on the keeping open and selling
Gwynne

So reading the Act it is plain that the complaint

charged no offence cognizable under the statute and

the prohibition was therefore rightly granted anI

inasmuch as there is no pretence that any spirituous

liquor was sold or delivered to any person on the

occasion referred to in the complaint the case does not

in my opinion raise the question whether the statute

which prohibits such sale or delivery be or be not

ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature and do not

think that we are called upoa to express an opinion

upon point which the facts of the case do not raise

and which is therefore unnecessary for the decision of

the case before us and this is the course we pursued in

recent case from New Brunswick

The appeal in my opinion should be allowed with

costs

Appeal dismissed without costs

Solicitors for appellant Montambault Langelier and

Langelier

Solicitors for respondent Pelletier and Ohouinard


